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After we cleaned up the debris at the burned 
hermitage sites, we began transforming these 
spaces into beautiful, simple campsites. With 
the blessing of CET work crews, our small but 
mighty staff, and a flow of friends and 
volunteers, we continue to witness the power 
of reciprocity. As we work hard to beautify 
our trails, gardens, and camping areas, we 
receive in return the healing quality of being 
immersed in nature, the deep listening 
practices, and the gratification of being in 
service to something bigger than ourselves.

The Executive Stewardship Circle (ESC)  
Brendan Clarke & Sharon Shay Sloan, Co-Directors, 
David Bryan & Laura Whitney, TOF Board Co-Chairs

BEAUTY ~ SIMPLICITY ~ SERVICE
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Brendan Clarke
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Sharon Shay Sloan

Co-Director
Mike Wiatt

Land Steward
Mariah Simpson

Operations Manager
Laura Montoya

Land Steward

Amitabha Buddha survived the 
fire and has been looking over 
the land with his peaceful gaze, 
smiling at the truth of imper-
manence, the great changes 
brought by the fire and the quiet 
of the land as we have been 
closed for recovery and renewal. 
He reminds us to be patient, to 
slow down, to breathe, and to 
appreciate each moment.

Chagdud Tulku Rinpoche, circa 1984

“The ceremony continued as we 
gathered jewels, gold and silver 
jewelry, precious stones, and an 
iridescent pot made by Beatrice 
Wood to put the treasures in. This 
pot is buried in the lotus seat. 
The Rinpoche sculpted the body, 
adding the feet, hands, and head. 
When the statue was complete 
there was a double rainbow from 
behind the Topas across the valley 
to Sulphur Mountain. We were 
sitting on the deck and the 
Rinpoche said, “Now everything 
is new.” The Buddha was painted 
bright red for the energy of life, 
and the eyes were opened and 
the crystal placed on the top of 
the topknot. We performed many 
circumambulations while singing 
songs about the pure land and 
how this world could become that, 
and we could live in this beautiful 
world with our eyes opened to see 
the pathways bejeweled and the 
people living as interconnected 
and with no separation.”
                                ~ Lola Rae Long
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Greetings from the ridge!

As of this writing, the long shadow of winter is daily approaching. 
Summer has drained the plants of their moisture, and the rains 
have yet to arrive. Together with the land, we are in the tension 
between the present and the future promise of spring. We are 
prepping the soil for what is to come; we are building a bridge to 
our future.

So it has been this year for The Ojai Foundation, moving from 
immediate, emergency recovery to the long road of reemergence. 
We have turned our attention toward the deeper layers of 
repair: the infrastructure, irrigation, damaged buildings, leaky 
valves, and overgrown brush-covered trails. Following a quiet out-
breath in the winter, we carried on with the work, bearing in mind 
the ethic of years past: care for what we have and finish what we 
have started. 
 
This has been a monumental task, and we could not have done it 
without the steady pulse of the Center for Employment 
Training (CET) work crew. These young men have offered 
themselves to this place, and engaged in a process of reciprocal 
recovery, exchanging the gifts of care, stewardship, attention, and 
sanctuary. All of us are lifted by a steady council practice, and the 
visible, hard-earned rewards of transforming space after space into 
a place of refuge and beauty.

Alongside this physical recovery, we have continued the process of 
reimagining The Ojai Foundation, and our most relevant response 
to the world as it is now. As this process continues, we witness the 
seeds and seedlings we have been watering since the fire are now 
beginning to bear fruit. We are working with longtime partners in a 
process of reimagining rites of passage. We have laid the ground-
work for The FIRE Fellowship, a new form for a flagship offering 
focused on resilience for young leaders. We have renewed our 
operating permit with the county, and deepened our 
partnerships with organizations, allies, and advisors who have 
walked alongside us throughout this time of change.

We offer our utmost gratitude to all those who have supported, 
and borne witness to our journey. We are excited to reopen to 
the public in the spring of 2020, and to share now, in the pages 
that follow, snapshots of the story of the year past: the long-term 
recovery, the seeding of future offerings, and the quiet sanctuary 
deepening roots beneath and between it all.

With grateful hearts, 

Program 
Facilitators 

Doug Adrianson

Kate Lipkis

Judith Piazza

Joe Provisor

Marc Rosner

Stephanie Sacha

Anita Samaha

Patrick Talbot

Irasha Talifero

Michele Terry
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HORIZON HUT RESTORED

Over the course of several months, the Horizon Hut, which braved the fire and 

fared remarkably well, has been restored and upgraded. The formerly three-

season structure, now an emblem of the fire resilience of earthen building tech-

niques, has windows, a new roof, and a few aesthetic upgrades. Special thanks to 

Marlow Hotchkiss and Leslie Roberts for the tireless work on the project, as well 

to all of the many hands and hearts that went into restoring the Horizon Hut.

Many thanks to:
Marlow Hotchkiss 
Leslie Roberts 
Brendan Clarke 
Shay Sloan 
Sam Deboskey 
Nic Moss 
Jesse Hotchkiss
Laura Montoya
Doug Adrianson 
Pat Talbot 
Harry Poliak 
Mariah Simpson
and to the 
many others who 
contributed to the
restoration. 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
Immediately following the Thomas Fire we were 
blessed with an outpouring of financial support to 
get us through the initial cleanup and recovery. This 
response to our RECOVER & REIMAGINE campaign 
lifted our spirits, allowed us to continue operating, and 
gave us time to begin reimagining our future.  A year 
later during our 2018 annual fundraising campaign, we 
found ourselves still a long way from reopening and 
with only a few offsite programs adding to our income 
stream. We took a deep breath and launched our 
winter appeal, “A Bridge to Our Future,” asking our 
family of supporters to believe in us and TOF’s future 
and to help us bridge this financial gap. We are deeply 
grateful for all of you who responded to our call —for 
your faith, your generosity and for your investment in 
our shared destiny. Additionally, we were buoyed by 
the unexpected extension of the grant-funded CET 
work crew, which resulted in over $200,000 in donated 
labor toward our recovery. These generous donations 
after the fire kept us afloat and helped cover the year’s 
net loss.

Thanks to this critical bridge to our future, we find our-
selves with reopening now in sight and spring program-
ming that builds on the legacy practices and teachings 
of TOF while also responding to the particular acute 
needs of our times. And as we reopen and begin anew, 
we will continue to rely on the generosity of donors to 
help bridge the continued operating gap resulting from 
the fire. Thank you to all who make this continuation 
possible.

REVENUE

Donations $144,362

Land Sanctuary/Programs $206,923

Miscellaneous Revenue $57,448

TOTAL INCOME $408,733

EXPENSES

Land Sanctuary/Programs $445,299

Fundraising $2,266

General Administration $99,554

TOTAL EXPENSES $547,119

Income minus expenses -$138,386

Financial Snapshot FY 2018-19*

NET INCOME

1

* This publication precedes the final FY 2018–19 audit. 

Just on the other side of Ojai’s Topa Topa ridge 
meanders one of California’s last wild and free rivers. It 
travels through some of the most beautiful wilderness in 
the West, and last April The Ojai Foundation, in partner-
ship with Wildtender, led WILD COUNCIL, a backpacking 
pilgrimage that followed the Sespe’s course.

Twelve individuals, ranging from age 27 to 67, made 
multiple daily river crossings; spent time each day in 
meditative silence; learned to greet our kindred plant, 
animal and mineral beings; swam in glorious swimming 
holes; participated in simple earth-cherishing ceremony; 
and gathered around a fire each evening to share 
stories in council. 

With our land-based programs suspended due to the 
Thomas Fire, this trip provided a welcome opportunity to 
renew and revive the way of pilgrimage as an annual TOF 
offering. In the 1980s and ‘90s The Ojai Foundation 
offered these journeys to sacred sites and wilderness 
areas, bringing council and ceremony into the process to 
deepen the experience of intimacy with each other and 
with place. We look forward to continuing with this legacy 
programming and hope to see you on the trail.

RETURN TO PILGRIMAGE 
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Friends and allies who contributed $1000 
or more, including in-kind donations.

Grant Abert
Doug Adrianson 
  & Chris Elder
Vaikko Allen
Shermane Bilal
Orland Bishop
Thompson Bishop
David Bryan 
  & Shelly Graham
Charles Casey
Virginia Coyle 
  & Win Phelps
James & Sonia Cummings
Delphina Dorrance
Peggy Dulany
Chris & Mervyn Engel
Steve Feig 
Terry Flem
Kelila & Rob Heller
Jeremy Landis

Lorraine Aguilar
Elizabeth Aitken-O’Brien
Camille Ameen
Lori Ellen Austein
Caroline Bailey
Marta Ballen
Leia Berg
Leon Berg 
  & Glori Zeltzer
Jennifer Bost
Lana Brody
Marcia Capparela
Jane Carroll
Clarke-Sloan Family
Karen Clayton
Steve Conroy
Jeff Cozad
Jeanne Crawford
Joy Cummings
Lynn Darnton
Lisa Davis
Robin Dreaming
Wendy Emrich
Margaret Engelhardt
Erin Evans
Darakshan Farber
Anita Frank
Virginia & Mark Goodin
Anne & Stuart Gordon
Josh Gordon
Alisa Gould-Simon
Annika & Hans Gruenn
Ray Hamilton 
Julia Harmon-Chavez

Susan Harper
James Hopkins 
Ruben & Carmen Jacobo
Kris & Meenal Kelkar
Diana Kelly
Katharine King 
Susanna Knittel
Soheila & Ray Kolahi
Evelyn Kuo
David Lee
Laura Leeds
Petra Lentz-Snow
Robert Lewis
Kate & Andy Lipkis
Paul Magoulas
John Mason
Patrick & Nancy McCabe 
Marty McDonald 
  & Sara Slater
Philip & Joanne McGrath
Jani & Dave McGuire
Joel McKuin
Genett Mills-Miller
Victoria Mudd
Maureen Murdock
Jamy Myatt
Pamela Nichols
Angela 
& Anthony Ocone
Jane Parkes
Cindy Pectol
Warren Petersen
Geoffrey Pfeifer
Judith Piazza
Kate Purdy

Debra Reed
Bob Riddle
David & Ruth Rosner 
Jeannette Rothweiler
Michael Rupnow
Diane Sanson
Nicole Schmid
Mark Simon
Leif Skogberg
Pamela Skripak  
Ruth & John Souza
Maria Stephens
Tyler Suchman
Robert Sullivan
Diana Syvertson
Patrick Talbot
Tamblyn Family
Margaret Tarmy
Alexander Vallejos
Rens van Meegen
Sherre Vernon
Anthony Vollering
Mary Watkins
Thomas Watson
Ronit Weintraub
Marcin Whitman
Cricket Wingfield
Spirit Wiseman
Dane Zahorsky
Harriet Zaretsky
Jack Zimmerman

Friends and allies who contributed any amount.

With Deep Gratitude

Lynnaea Lumbard 
  & Rick Paine 
Roger & Margot Milliken
Weston Milliken
Maxwell Milton
Caryn O’Neill
Perry Ortezky
Constance Packard
Kara Rhodes
Linda Rombaut
Idoline Scheerer
Katherine Starbuck
Nancy Stephens 
  & Rick Rosenthal
Jessica Summerfield
Elna Tsao
Sarah Vaill
Michael Weissman
Laura Whitney
Kristin & Jeff Worthe

Foundations & Organizations

Ananda Fund
Alfalfa Fund

Angell Foundation
Bishop Family Foundation

Delray Lighting, Inc.
The Dillon Henry Foundation

Happy Valley Foundation
Haskell Fund

Liberty Hill Foundation
Nathan Cummings Foundation

ProThera, Inc.
Triskeles Foundation

Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors
Rosenthal Family Foundation
Scheerer Family Foundation

Schick Foundation
Seeley W. Mudd Foundation
Squid & Squash Foundation

Friends of Wonderland
Squid & Squash Foundation

WWW Foundation

With a very special thanks to the 
following elders and allies, who have 

provided invaluable support, wisdom, and 
counsel during this time of change.

Aaron Clamen
Alan Briskin

Billy Matheson
Gigi Coyle

Jack Zimmerman
Joe Provisor

Krystyna Jurzykowski
Leon Berg
Lola Long

Mark Ivener
Marlow Hotchkiss

Orland Bishop
Roger Milliken

Spring Opening
After nearly two years of closure since the Thomas Fire in 
December 2017, we are thrilled to open our doors again 
to the public this spring. This chance to begin anew 
comes after sustained hard work and dedication from 
our staff and grant-funded work crew, and the enormous 
generosity of our community and partners. We hope to 
see you in the spring.
 
FIRE Fellowship
We are delighted to partner with Youth Passageways in 
launching the FIRE Fellowship (Foundations In Resilience 
Education): an immersive learning journey for young 
adults, designed to weave together spirituality, social 
justice, nature connection, and leadership for relevant 
action. This fellowship, inspired by the Thomas Fire of 
late 2017, aims to help emerging leaders prepare to carry 
forth the legacy of cultural visionaries who have come be-
fore—with the new gifts of the times that allow for bold 
action and new depths of interconnectedness. 
 
Rites of Passage Programming
With the interruption to our “business as usual” brought 
about by the Thomas Fire, we took the opportunity to 
reflect and reimagine our approach to rites of passage. 
As we have met with longtime partners and schools, we 
are excited to move toward what has been seeded, what 
has served, and what is needed next. We are hopeful 
that this time of reflection will give birth to exciting new 
offerings in the realm of marking transitions for youth and 
adults. The coming year will include pilot programs and 
continued exploration.
 
Trainings in the Practice of Council
For years, we have acknowledged that council is core to 
what we do at The Ojai Foundation. The Thomas Fire has 
put us to the test, urging us to maintain our core 
practices amidst the closure and upheaval. We are proud 
to say that council—with community, staff, the CET, 
volunteers, and the land itself—has been with us 
throughout. With the reopening, we are excited to re-
sume public council trainings on the land.
 
 
A note: Our reopening is not a return to what was. We 
have focused on restoring basic safety and infrastructure 
to the land. For now, accommodations will include tent 
camping and simple, rustic, retreat-style amenities.
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LOOKING AHEAD



P.O. Box 999
Ojai, California 93024-0999

timeless wisdom ~ timely action

For  more  in format ion :    www.o ja i foundat ion .org   •   805 .646 .8343   •   contact@oja i foundat ion .org

The Ojai  Foundation

OUR MISSION
To foster practices that awaken 
connection with self, others, 
and the natural world.

OUR VISION
A thriving, peaceful planet filled with
community, connection, and care.

CORE VALUES
Deep Listening • Relationship  
Respect for All Life • Truth  
Simplicity • Gratitude • Beauty  
Service • Lineage • Story
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